Abstract-With the limited memory and time, a fast and effective clustering can't be achieved for massive, highspeed data stream, so this paper mainly studies the key method of data stream clustering under the restriction of resource, and then proposes a dynamic data stream clustering algorithm (D-DStream) based on wavelet network and density, which uses sliding window to process data stream. Firstly, apply wavelet network to compress data stream and build a much smaller synopsis data structure to save major characteristics of data stream, then cluster with two-phase density clustering algorithm. The results of experiment show that the D-DStream algorithm can successfully solve clustering problems caused by STREAM or others, also has high time efficiency and high clustering quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Researches on data streams are motivated by emerging applications involving continuous massive data sets such as customer click streams, E-commerce, wireless sensor network, network monitor, telecommunication system, stock market and meteorological data. For the data stream applications, the volume of data is usually too large to be stored or scanned more than once. Furthermore, the data objects can be only sequentially accessed in the data streams, random data access techniques are not practical, so data stream clustering is a challenging area of research that attempts to extract useful information from continuously arriving data. A well designed data stream approach allows the processing of potentially infinite amounts of data. It scans the stream ideally in a single pass, keeping just the necessary data in the main memory. The elimination of random access is the great benefit that allows even gigantic amounts of data to be processed. However, a specialized data stream algorithm is necessary. The aim of our work is to develop an algorithm that can handle with data stream clustering effectively.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the related works of clustering algorithm are given. In section 3, the novel dynamic data stream clustering algorithm is presented. The experimental results of comparing the algorithm proposed in this paper with other algorithms are also presented in section 4. Finally, our work of this paper is summarized in the last section.
II. RELATED WORK
Data stream clustering has been heavily investigated in recent years, several important algorithms have been actively introduced. At present data steam clustering algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] are mainly proposed and improved by Guha, Aggarwal and others, like LOCALSEARCH algorithm which uses K-means to cluster data steam by a continuous iterative process in limited space based on the idea of partition. STREAM algorithm [9] , which is improved on the basis of LOCALSEARCH algorithm, is a single-scanning stream clustering algorithm based on K-means, and is proved to be better than BIRCH algorithm. STREAM considers neither the evolution of data nor the variation of time granularity and clustering may be controlled by historical data. In the applications, it can effectively conquer the effects brought by noise data, but it only offers a description of current data stream rather than the changes of data stream. Then the CluStream [10] is proposed. It is an algorithm for clustering incoming data streams based on user-specified, online clustering queries. It divides the process of clustering into online and offline components. The online component computes and stores summary statistics of the data stream with micro-cluster, while the offline component performs macro-cluster and responds various user queries with the stored summary statistics. The amount of information archived is controlled by a user specified maximum number of micro-clusters with the algorithm attempting to capture as much detail as memory constraints allow. Its biggest disadvantage is that the radius of clustering continuously increases with the inflowing of data, and as it doesn't eliminate "old data" online, more and more data will increase the cost of process. HPStream [11] , a modification of CluStream to enable clustering of high-dimensional data was proposed. The algorithm employs a data projection method to reduce the dimensionality of the data stream to a subset of dimensions that minimize the radius of cluster groupings. It was demonstrated that by projecting data onto a smaller set of dimensions both synthetic and real world data sets could be more accurately processed. As with CluStream, however, the underlying assumption remains that clusters in the projected space remain spherical in nature. How best to classify incoming data using the CluStream and HPStream frameworks was discussed in literature [12] . Birch [13] is a well known hierarchical clustering algorithm that incrementally updates summary cluster information for offline analysis. Clusters suitable for classification are then extracted using the summary information via a second pass over the data. The algorithm was later adapted for online clustering and classification by combining the secondary offline phase with the incremental update component. Tu et al. [14] proposed a novel density-based hierarchical clustering scheme for streaming data to improve both accuracy and effectiveness; The method is based on the agglomerative clustering framework. Traditionally, clustering algorithms for streaming data often use the cluster center to represent the whole cluster when conducting cluster merging, which may lead to unsatisfactory results. They argued that even if the data set is accessed only once, some parameters, such as the variance within cluster, the intra-cluster density and the inter-cluster distance, could be calculated accurately. Giuseppe et al. [15] proposed a fully distributed K-means algorithm (Epidemic K-means) which does not require global communication and is intrinsically fault tolerant. The proposed distributed K-means algorithm provided a clustering solution which could approximate the solution of an ideal centralized algorithm over the aggregated data as closely as desired. Meanwhile, some outstanding algorithms have been proposed in China, for example, Chang [16] proposed an evolved data stream clustering based on sliding window, Zhu et al. [17] proposed a clustering algorithm based on random shape of data stream and so on.
Faced with these shortcomings, this paper proposes a clustering model called D-DStream based on wavelet network and two-phase density clustering. D-DStream uses sliding window to handle with data, then uses wavelet network to compress data stream in basic window and applies density clustering to process data stream, after that, conducts secondary clustering and updates clusters on the basis of synopsis data. Through the analysis of theory and experiment, we know that DDStream model has effective improvement in execution time, memory space, clustering quality and so on.
III. THE METHOD BASED ON WAVELET NETWORK AND TWO-PHASE DESITY CLUSTERING

A. Data Stream Management Model
Let t denote any of the timestamp, a t denote the data element arrived at time t, then data stream can be represented as infinite collection {…,a t-1 , a t ,a t+1 ,…}. Generally, it uses Turnstile model to describe the data element a t of data stream.
Liu et al. [18] described three window models as follows: landmark window, sliding window and damped window. Through analyzing all the historical data, landmark window model gets overall frequent pattern, its window's size increases with data stream inflows. Sliding window is suitable to the application which is only interested in current data, the algorithm only keeps and mines data in fixed window breadth, the window position slides as data stream flows. In damped window, each transaction corresponds to a weight, and thus weight will reduces as time increases.
Set t as current time stamp which describes the latest n data in data stream and its searching range is {a tn+1 ,…,a t }. With the continuous arrival of data, old data shift out from one side of the window and new data shift in from another side. Generally, we divide the sliding window into several basic windows, and update the data sequence in a basic window every time. Figure 1 shows the process of sliding window and basic window. Divide the sliding window with a width of w into k basic windows by time, each basic window contains b=w/k transaction data.
B. Data Compression based on Wavelet Network
DWT (Discrete wavelet transform) [19] is an important data compression method which saves a part of important wavelet coefficients through the wavelet transformation of original data sets and approximately restores the original data sets. Haar wavelet is the simplest one of DWT, and is widely applied in the field of data compression and others because it's simple, effective and easily produced. One-dimensional Haar wavelet decomposition transforms the vector A={x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x n } into n wavelet coefficients {c 1 ,c 2 ,…,c n }.
The data compression based on wavelet transformation makes use of a good property of wavelet decomposition: if we keep r (r<n) most important wavelet coefficients (set other coefficients as 0), we can reconstruct good approximate results of original sequence. Then these r coefficients are known as the wavelet synopsis of original sequence.
The structure of wavelet neural network is achieved by common neural network that introduces wavelet transformation, in which, single-input and single-output BP neural network are used as the foundation. Neuron function in input layer is y(t)=t, the number of hidden layer neurons is 12, wavelet function h((t-b t )/a t ) is selected as neurons function in hidden layer, the net weight between input layer and hidden layer is set to 1.
The net weight between hidden layer and output layer is denoted as w 1 ,w 2 ,…,w k , and single neuron in output layer is used to conduct summation operator on the signals through the transformation of hidden layer neurons. This is because the signal formulation based on wavelet neural network is achieved through the linear superposition of selected wavelet basis. Set output signal as s(t), then come up the formula
In which, w k , a k , b k are net weight, wavelet expansion factor and shift factor, K is the number of wavelet basis, that is, the number of hidden layer neurons. The structure of single layer network with an input and output node is shown in Figure 2 . 
C. Density-based Spatial Clustering
DBScan [20] is a classic clustering algorithm based on density, which is used to filter the outlier data and discover clusters of random shape, and its main idea is to cluster when the density of nearby area (the number of objects) is more than a certain threshold, that is, every object of the given cluster should contain certain objects in a specific area.
DBScan algorithm 1 The area in radius ε of given object is the ε -neighborhood of the object. 2 If the ε -neighborhood of an object contains MinPts objects at least, then these objects are core objects. 3 For a given object set D, an object p is directly density-reachable from a core object q if it is part of its ε -neighborhood. 
D. The Description of D-DStream Algorithms
D-DStream executes incremental processing on data stream, that is, adds new generated synopsis data, removes old data and continuously updates clusters along with the increase or deletion of data stream. This paper uses two-phase density clustering algorithm to cluster data streams, so the building of synopsis data is different from others. It applies wavelet transformation on the data in basic windows and conducts one-phase density clustering to build synopsis data. Synopsis data is a structure that can continuously update a representative dataset feature in memory which is much smaller than data scale, D-DStream is used for the approximate processing and online analysis of the synopsis data. The description of the algorithm is as follows:
Divide the data stream sequence fragment of window w into m basic windows at t, apply technology of wavelet transformation on the data of these m data fragments and transform the high-dimensional data structure into other low-dimensional one. Then apply one-phase TDBScan algorithm on the processed data stream and get the synopsis data. At last, take the generated synopsis data as static clustering data source, and then conduct the secondary destiny clustering method and update clusters, that is, produce k clusters as requirement. The design of D-DStream algorithm embeds DWT algorithm and TDBScan algorithm, the description of TDBScan is as follows:
1 Build R*-tree for the new data in basic window and find corresponding distance when k-dist curve turns steep to smooth, then determine the reasonable value of Eps; 2 Select any point p from data set and query it in basic window; 3 If p is the core point, then find all the point directly density-reachable from p and form a cluster contains p; 4 Otherwise, label p as noise point; 5 If there is not any marked point in the data set of basic window, then randomly select a point and repeat the operation mentioned above; 6 Otherwise, get initial clusters; 7 Get synopsis data;
The whole process of clustering algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . 
E. Algorithm Algorithms
Both building R*-tree and drawing k-dist graph are very time-consuming, especially of large-scale database. Besides, users need trial and error to select appropriate kdist value, so we should preprocess the data stream before clustering.
DBScan algorithm can execute clustering with random shape, but its fatal shortcoming is that analysts need to set the value of ε and MinPts by subjective judgment and that clustering result is hypersensitive to the parameters. Obviously it's unrealistic to fix more than two parameters before clustering because the real high dimensional data is often unevenly distributed and uneven data need continuously varying parameters. So we can dynamically design ε and MinPts as the functions of the ratio of the amount of data and the distribution area of data, such as:
, in which C denotes the amount of data and S denotes the area around cure object o. Then make comparison of the D-DStream, STREAM and CluStream. The clustering result gotten by STREAM may be controlled by historical data, while D-DStream algorithm uses sliding window to process data stream, applies wavelet network to compress data stream and builds a much smaller synopsis data structure to save main characteristics of data stream, then clusters with twophase density clustering algorithm, which has a good impact on real-time update of data, solves the shortcoming of STREAM. As CluStream algorithm doesn't eliminate "old data" on line and causes the increasing cost of process, while in the process of secondary clustering, D-DStream algorithm processes on the basis of synopsis data and gets new clusters, compare the clusters with origins, the number of data won't increase, on the contrary, D-DStream algorithm may cause the smaller of density threshold and merge some clusters far away, thus will reduce the number of data and get better result.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The program is written in Matlab under the Matlab 7.9 running on Windows server 2008. The tests were performed on a Core(TM) i7 2.67GHz with 4 GMB Memory and 500GB Hard disk. The experimental data is derived from the network intrusive data stream of KDD-CUP'99 which is widely used in many data stream clustering literatures.
A. The Comparison of Execution Time
In the process of experiment, we need to read 20000 data from dataset and select 34 data attribute values, then set the number of clusters as 8 and make comparative test. Use equal proportion (for example 10%-20%, 20%-30% and so on) to randomly exert data from dataset, and record the cost of time. The result of experiment is shown in Figure 4 . What we can know from Figure 4 is that short execution time and high processing speed of STREAM and CluStream can be achieved when the amount of data is small, but with the increasing data, D-DStream shows its advantage on both aspects, execution time rises slowly instead of rapidly and processing speed is faster. It illustrates that D-DStream is more appropriate in processing large amounts of data, effectively overcomes the shortcoming of inherence and gets the expected results.
B. The Comparison of Clustering Quality
Use SSQ(Sum of Square Distance) to compare the clustering qualities of D-DStream, STREAM and CluStream on the basis of real dataset. SSQ is a method to compare k-partition clustering quality, which measures the quality of k-partition of algorithm by calculating the distance between every point and its clustering center, smaller the value of SSQ is, better the clustering quality of algorithm is. For D-DStream, SSQ is the quadratic sum of the distance between the point and corresponding cure object. Then we can know from Figure 5 that the clustering quality of D-DStream is better than STREAM and CluStream which rely too much on historical data and neglect new data, while D-DStream introduces synopsis data to solve the problem. This paper proposes a data stream clustering algorithm (D-DStream) based on wavelet network and two-phase density. In essence, wavelet network applies the technology of wavelet transformation to compress data which flows into time window, also it has been strictly proved and is able to get good results, while TDBScan is improved on the basis of density-based spatial clustering (DBScan).Because STREAM is controlled by historical data and CluStream is difficult to describe nonspherical cluster or eliminate "old data" on line, D-DStream introduces method of wavelet network and two-phase density to solve these problems, meanwhile, it gets clustering results with high quality and consumes little time and memory. This single-scan, incremental update algorithm can process noise and old data by adjusting the parameter of density, and is demonstrated effective and accurate on the basis of real dataset. For a future work, this paper suggests studies on how to accurately design the varying synopsis data in sliding window and simplify the structure of D-DStream algorithm.
